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Please complete the following when submitting new or updated market assumptions or model portfolio 
updates.  If the section is applicable, all items specified with a single checkbox are required to be in place.  If 
not, please update your files such that these checklist items are true. 
 
MARKET ASSUMPTIONS  
1. Should these assumptions be the default for all new clients created? 

☐Yes 

☐No 

 

2. Are these NEW assumptions or an UPDATE to existing assumptions? 

☐NEW 

☐UPDATE 
 
If UPDATE, 

3. Should existing clients be automatically changed to these new assumptions, or should advisers be required 
to manually change the client plan to the new assumptions? 

☐Automatically update clients using the old version of the assumptions to these. 

☐Require the adviser to update them manually. 
 
4. Have you changed the names or removed any asset classes from the previous version? 

☐Yes 

☐No 
 
5. If you changed the names or removed asset classes, please provide a mapping file showing how to map the 
previous asset classes to the new asset class.   The columns should be the target set of asset classes, and the 
rows should be the existing asset classes.  For example, if WORLD_EQUITIES was removed but there was a new 
class EURO_EQUITIES and an existing asset class EMERGING_MARKETS, the following would make an 
allocation with 10% WORLD_EQUITIES convert to an allocation with 5% EURO_EQUITIES and 5%  
EMERGING_MARKETS.  Additionally, the asset class LARGE_CAP has been renamed to LARGE_CAP_EQUITIES.  
CASH and EMERGING_MARKETS remain the same.  
 
AssetClassConversion-2020_to_2021.csv 
ROW_NAME_COLUMN CASH   EURO_EQUITIES EMERGING_MARKETS  LARGE_CAP_EQUITIES 
CASH  1.0 
EMERGING_MARKETS     1.0 
WORLD_EQUITIES   .5   .5 
LARGE_CAP        1.0 

 

 
If NEW assumptions, 

☐6. Have you specified all the names in the correct UPPERCASE with UNDERSCORE (“_”) for space format? 
 

☐7. Is there an asset class exactly named CASH?  (CASH is REQUIRED) 
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8. What types of assumptions are these? 

☐ARITHMETIC 

☐GEOMETRIC 

☐Other 
 
If the market assumptions type is ARITHMETIC,  

9. For the standard calculation, should we approximate the geometric mean? 

☐Yes 

☐No 

 
 

☐10. Are the investment average values specified in decimal format to a max of 4 digits?   
e.g. 3.125% must be specified as .0312 or .0313, NOT .03125! 
 

☐11. Are the files in CSV format instead of Excel? (Please provide files in CSV format!) 
 
 
 
MODEL PORTFOLIOS 

☐12. Do the asset classes in the model portfolios match exactly the asset classes in the market assumptions 
files? 
 

☐13. Are the model portfolios specified in decimal format to a max of 4 digits?   
 

☐14. Do the model portfolios each add up to 1.0 using only the 4 digits in each asset class percentage?   
e.g.  For an allocation like the following, .50125 and .49875, the total is 1.0, but when rounded to 4 digits, 
.5013 and .4988 the total is 1.0001.  Be careful, as excel can hide the fact that this is occurring when summing 
values. 
 

☐14. Are the model portfolios specified in display order, usually from lowest risk to high risk?  If, not please 
order the portfolio rows in this manner for display purposes. 


